We consider linear optimization over a fixed compact convex feasible region that is semi-algebraic (or, more generally, "tame"). Generically, we prove that the optimal solution is unique and lies on a unique manifold, around which the feasible region is "partly smooth", ensuring finite identification of the manifold by many optimization algorithms. Furthermore, second-order optimality conditions hold, guaranteeing smooth behavior of the optimal solution under small perturbations to the objective.
Introduction
"Identification" in constrained optimization signifies an important idea both in theory and for algorithms. Sensitivity analysis, the theory of how optimal solutions behave under data perturbations, depends on identifying active constraints and verifying associated optimality conditions. A variety of practical algorithms for inequality-constrained problems aim to identify the active constraints: once the identification is successful, we have essentially converted to the easier, equality-constrained case.
An early survey of identification techniques, for optimization over polyhedra and generalizations, appears in [3] . For general convex feasible regions, a more abstract approach appeals, in part for its theoretical elegance, and in part because for constraints more complex than simple inequalities, such as the semidefinite inequalities common in modern optimization, simply deciding whether a constraint is active or not fails to capture crucial finer details. Such an abstract approach, based on the idea of an "identifiable surface", appeared in [17] . As shown in [12] , this idea has an equivalent but more geometric description: the surface turns out to be a manifold contained in the feasible region satisfying a property called "partial smoothness". As well as its geometric transparency, the notion of partial smoothness has the merit of extending naturally to the nonconvex case. In this work, however, we confine ourselves to convex feasible regions.
Our goal here is to show that partial smoothness is a common phenomenon. Certainly the property can fail, either because the feasible region is somehow pathological, or because of the failure of the typical regularity conditions needed for standard sensitivity analysis. A good illustration is the convex optimization problem over R 3 , inf{w : w ≥ (|u| + |v|) 2 }.
As we perturb the linear objective function slightly, the corresponding optimal solutions describe not one but two distinct manifolds. Nonetheless, very generally, partial smoothness is indeed typical for linear optimization over a fixed compact convex feasible region F ⊂ R n . Specifically, we prove that if F is semi-algebraic-a finite union of sets defined by finitely many polynomial inequalities-or, more generally, "tame", then, except for objectives lying in some exceptional set of dimension strictly smaller than n, the corresponding optimal solution is unique, and F is partly smooth around a corresponding unique manifold. Furthermore, a second-order sufficient optimality condition holds. A variety of algorithms will therefore identify the manifold and converge well, and standard sensitivity analysis applies.
Various authors have shown that, for some suitably structured convex optimization problem, the set of instances for which the optimal solution has some beneficial property (such as "well-posedness" [5] ) is generic. An interesting recent example is [8] . By contrast, we assume nothing about our feasible region, beyond its semi-algebraic or tame nature. Remarkably, nonetheless, generic problems are very well behaved.
Preliminaries and notation
Throughout the manuscript we deal with a finite-dimensional Euclidean space R n equipped with the usual scalar product ·, · and the corresponding Euclidean norm · . We denote by B(x, r) the closed ball with center x ∈ R n and radius r > 0. We simply denote by B the closed unit ball B(0, 1) and by S n−1 its boundary, that is, the unit sphere of R n . Given any E ⊂ R n , we denote by ri E its relative interior and by E its closure.
Preliminaries on variational analysis
We refer to [14] and [15] for basic facts about convex and variational analysis that we use. Let X, Y be metric spaces and T : X ⇉ Y be a set-valued mapping. We say that T is outer semicontinuous at a pointx ∈ X if, for any sequence of points x r ∈ X converging tox and any sequence of points y r ∈ T (x r ) converging toȳ, we must haveȳ ∈ T (x). On the other hand, we say that T is inner semicontinuous atx if, for any sequence of points x r ∈ X converging tox and any pointȳ ∈ Y , there exists a sequence y r ∈ Y converging toȳ such that y r ∈ T (x r ) for all large r. If both properties hold, we call T continuous atx. Consider a nonempty closed convex set F ⊂ R n . The normal cone N F (x) at a point x ∈ F is defined as follows:
It is standard and easy to check that the mapping x → N F (x) is outer semicontinuous on F . In a slightly different context, for a point x in a smooth submanifold M of R n , we denote by N M (x) the normal space in the usual sense of elementary differential geometry, that is, the orthogonal complement in R n of the tangent space T M (x) of M at x.
Preliminaries on partial smoothness
We recall from [12] the definition of partial smoothness, specialized to the convex case.
Definition 1. A closed convex set F ⊂ R n is called partly smooth at a point x ∈ F relative to a set M ⊂ F if the following properties hold:
(ii) The set-valued mapping x → N F (x), restricted to the domain M, is continuous atx.
While not obvious from the above definition, the active manifold for a partly smooth convex set is locally unique around the point of interest: see [13, Cor. 4.2] . Geometrically, condition (iii) guarantees "sharpness" around a kind of "ridge" in the set F defined by the active manifold, as illustrated in the following simple example.
Then the set F is partly smooth at the pointx = (0, 0, 0) relative to the one-dimensional manifold M.
The following example illustrates the importance of normal cone continuity.
Example 2 (failure of normal cone continuity). In R 3 , consider the set and manifold
Then F is convex and conditions (i) and (iii) of Definition 1 are satisfied at the pointx = (0, 0, 0). But condition (ii) fails, since the normal cone mapping is discontinuous there, relative to M.
For the purposes of sensitivity analysis, partial smoothness is most useful when combined with a second-order sufficiency condition, captured by the following definition.
Definition 2. Consider a vectorc ∈ R n and a closed convex set F ⊂ R n that is partly smooth at a pointx ∈ argmax F c, · relative to a manifold M. We say thatx is strongly critical if the following properties hold:
(ii) There exists δ > 0 such that
Condition (i) can be interpreted as a kind of "strict complementarity" condition, while condition (ii) concerns quadratic decay. Notice that the above definition yields uniqueness of the maximizerx ofc, as well as good sensitivity properties, as the following result shows: see [12] .
Theorem 3 (second-order sufficiency). Consider a closed convex set F ⊂ R n and assume that F is partly smooth at some pointx ∈ F and thatx is strongly critical point for the problem max F c, · , relative to a manifold M. Then for all vectors c ∈ R n sufficiently nearc, the perturbed problem max F c, · has a unique optimal solution x c ∈ M. The map c → x c is C 1 aroundc.
Preliminaries on tame geometry
Let us first recall the definitions of an "o-minimal structure" (see for instance [4] , [6] or [9] and references therein).
Definition 4. An o-minimal structure on (R, +, .) is a sequence of Boolean algebras O = {O n }, where each algebra O n consists of subsets of R n , called definable (in O), and such that for every dimension n ∈ N the following properties hold.
(i) For any set A belonging to O n , both A × R and R × A belong to O n+1 .
(ii) If Π : R n+1 → R n denotes the canonical projection, then for any set A belonging to O n+1 , the set Π(A) belongs to O n .
(iii) O n contains every set of the form {x ∈ R n : p(x) = 0}, for polynomials p : R n → R.
(iv) The elements of O 1 are exactly the finite unions of intervals and points.
When O is a given o-minimal structure, a function f :
If a subset A of R n has the property that its intersection with every ball is definable in some o-minimal structure, then it is sometimes called tame. In this work we are concerned primarily with bounded sets: in that context, we use the terms "tame" and "definable" interchangeably.
Semi-algebraic sets constitute an o-minimal structure, as a consequence of the Tarski-Seidenberg principle, but richer structures also exist. In particular, the Gabrielov theorem implies that "subanalytic" sets are tame. These two structures in particular provide rich practical tools, because checking semi-algebraicity or subanalyticity of sets in concrete problems of variational analysis is often easy. We refer to [1] , [2] , and [7] for more details.
Definable sets and functions enjoy many structural properties. In particular, every definable set can be written as a finite disjoint union of manifolds (or "strata") that fit together in a regular "stratification": see [6, §4.2] . In particular, the dimension of the set is the maximum of the dimensions of the strata, a number independent of the stratification: see [4, Definition 9.14] for more details. We call a definable subset of a definable set generic if its complement has strictly smaller dimension.
In this paper we make fundamental use of a stratification result. We present a particular case-adapted to our needs-of a more general result: see [6, p. 502, §1.19 (2)] or [16] for the statement in its full generality. The result describes a decomposition of the domain of a definable function into subdomains on which the function has "constant rank": a smooth function has constant rank if its derivative has constant rank throughout its domain. Such functions have a simple canonical form: they are locally equivalent to projections, as described by the following result from basic differential geometry (see [10, Thm 7.8] . 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m 1 ) = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y r , 0, . . . , 0) 
The stratification result we use follows.
The above statement yields that each restriction f i :
2 , and of constant rank r i . Thus r i is also equal to the dimension of the manifold f i (S i ):
Introductory results
We always consider a fixed nonempty compact convex set F ⊂ R n , and study the set of optimal solutions of the problem sup F c, · for vectors c ∈ R n . The optimal value of this problem, as a function of c, is called the support function, denoted σ F . We denote by argmax F c, · the set of optimal solutions. By scaling, we may as well assume c lies in the unit sphere S n−1 . We aim to show good behavior for objective vectors c lying in some large subset of the sphere. Classically, "large" might mean, for example, "full-measure", or perhaps "generic": a generic subset of a topological space is one containing a countable intersection of dense open sets. Clearly, these distinctions vanish for definable sets.
We begin our development with an easy and standard argument. Proof. We use various standard techniques from convex analysis [14, 15] .
where ∂ denotes the convex subdifferential. This set is therefore a singleton if and only if the support function σ F is differentiable at c. Being a finite, positively homogeneous, convex function, the set of points of differentiability is both generic and full-measure in R n , and is closed under strictly positive scalar multiplication. The result now follows.
As a next step towards our main result, we prove stronger properties for at least a dense set of objectives. Density will suffice for our purposes once we move to a tame setting.
Proposition 8 (Almost all linear functionals have strong maximizers). Let F be a nonempty compact convex subset of R
n . Then corresponding to any vector c lying in some subset of S n−1 of full measure, there exist a vector x c ∈ F and a constant δ c > 0 such that
that is, x c is a strong (unique) maximizer of the linear functional c, · over F .
Proof. Let us denote by σ F the support function of F and i F the corresponding indicator function
Notice that σ F , a finite convex function, coincides with the Fenchel conjugate of i F and ∂σ F (c) is the set of maximizers of c on F . Applying Alexandrov's Theorem ([15, Theorem 13.51, p. 626]), we deduce that there exists a full measure subset A of R n on which σ F has a quadratic expansion. (Thus in particular σ F is differentiable there and ∇σ F (c) = x c , where x c denotes the unique maximizer of c at F .) In view of [15, Definition 13.1(c), p. 580], we have, for any fixedc ∈ A, there exists a positive semidefinite matrix S such that for all c ∈ R n ,
Hence there exists ε > 0, ρ > 0 such that for all c ∈ B(c, ε) we have
Further, we can clearly assume
Now consider x ∈ F . Recalling σ F (c) = x c ,c we deduce successively
In view of (5) it is easy to notice that the above supremum is realized at u = ρ −1 (x − xc) ∈ B(0, ε). Replacing this value in the above inequality we deduce 0 ≥ x − xc,c + 1 2ρ ||x − xc|| 2 , for all x ∈ F.
which yields the asserted equation for δ c = (2ρ) −1 . The restriction of the result to S n−1 is straightforward.
Corollary 9 (Density of functionals with strong maximizer). The set of vectors c ∈ S n−1 such that there exist x c ∈ F , c ∈ ri N F (x c ) and a constant δ c > 0 such that
is a dense subset of the sphere S n−1 .
Proof Given c ∈ A, take c ′ in ri N F (x c ) and choose η > 0 such that c ′ − ηc ∈ ri N F (x c ). From the definition of the normal cone we deduce
for all x in F . In other words: if C denotes the set of linear functionals c ∈ R n satisfying (4) with c ∈ ri N F (x c ), then C ⊃ A and thus C = A = R n . The density result on S n−1 follows easily.
Main result
¿From now on we shall assume that the nonempty compact convex set F ⊂ R n is also definable in some o-minimal structure (see Definition 4) . We are ready to state and prove the main result of this work. This result asserts that a generic linear optimization problem over F has a unique optimal solution, that F is partly smooth there, and strong criticality holds. As we see in the proof below, the active manifold arises naturally, by means of Proposition 6 (constant rank stratification) applied to an appropriately defined function.
To obtain the semi-algebraic version of the result below, simply replace the term "definable" by "semi-algebraic".
Theorem 10 (Main result). Let F be a nonempty compact convex subset of R
n that is definable in some o-minimal structure. Then there exists a definable generic subset U of the unit sphere S n−1 with the following property: for each unit vector c ∈ U, there exists a unique vector x c ∈ F and a definable set M c ⊂ F (unique in a neighborhood of x c ) satisfying:
(ii) F is partly smooth at x c relative to M c ; (iii) x c is strongly critical.
Proof Let us consider the definable set-valued mappingΦ :
and let us note, by the definition of the normal cone,
Let D denote the dense subset of S n−1 asserted in Corollary 9 (Density of functionals with strong maximizer). Since F is a definable set, we deduce easily that D is also definable (see [1, Section 2.2], for example), and hence generic. In particular, the set
has dimension strictly less than n − 1. Let Φ : D → F denote the restriction of the mappingΦ to D. Observe that Φ is single-valued and, by the definition of the set D, satisfies the strict complementarity and quadratic decay conditions:
(ii) c, Φ(c) ≥ c, x + δ||x − Φ(c)|| 2 , for some δ > 0 and for all x ∈ F .
Applying Proposition 6 (Constant rank stratification) to the definable function
we arrive at a stratification S = {S j } j∈J of D such that for every index j ∈ J,
• Φ j := Φ| S j is a C 2 function of constant rank;
• Φ j (S j ) is a manifold of dimension equal to the rank of Φ j ;
• the image strata {Φ(S j )} j belong to a Whitney stratification of R n .
In particular,
and
Denote the set of strata of full dimension by {S j 1 , ..., S j l }. Set
and observe that the above set is open and dense in D, and hence generic in S n−1 .
Our immediate objective is to show that for every vector c ∈ U there exists a manifold M ⊂ F containing Φ(c) such that F is partly smooth at Φ(c) with respect to M.
To this end, fixx ∈ Φ(U) and consider the set of "active" indices
We aim to show that the set F is partly smooth atx relative to the manifold
for any j ∈ I(x). Note that in view of property (10) the definition of M is in fact independent of the choice of j in I(x), and for the same reason the set of active indices I(x) is invariant for all x ∈ M. In the sequel, this set will be simply denoted by I. Clearly, property (i) of the definition of partial smoothness (Definition 1) holds. If we can prove properties (ii) and (iii), then our result will follow: since U ⊂ D, Corollary 9 (Density of functionals with strong maximizers) implies strong criticality for any objective c ∈ U.
Step 1: normal cone continuity
We establish the continuity atx of the normal cone mapping x → N F (x) as x moves along the manifold M.
The normal cone mapping is always outer semicontinuous (even in F ). To establish that the truncated normal cone mapping
is inner semicontinuous (which clearly suffices for our purposes), we decompose the above mapping with respect to the active strata. We set
Note that for each x ∈ M we have
We can therefore decompose the truncated normal cone mapping (13) as follows:
where
and the set N * is defined by equation (7).
Proof of Claim A. Since we are assumingx ∈ Φ(U), there exists an active index j p with p ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ} corresponding to a full-dimensional stratum S jp such that M = Φ jp (S jp ) (see property (15) ). This yields that for every x ∈ M there exists c ∈ S jp with x = Φ(c). Hence
Fix now any vector c * ∈ N F (x) ∩ S n−1 , and consider the spherical path
It follows that c t ∈ ri N F (x), for all t ∈ [0, 1). Since c ∈ S jp ⊂ D, there exists a constant δ c > 0 such that c, x ≥ c, x
By the definition of the normal cone, we also have c * , x ≥ c * , x ′ for all x ′ ∈ F . Multiplying the aforementioned inequalities by (1 − t) and t respectively, and adding, we infer that x is a strong maximizer of c t , · over the set F for all 0 ≤ t < 1. In other words, c t ∈ N F (x) ∩ D, which in view of equation (9) yields c t ∈ ∪ j∈I N j (x), for t ∈ [0, 1). Since c t → c * as t ↑ 1, Claim A follows.
In view of Claim A, it is sufficient to establish the inner continuity of the mapping
To see this, we use the following simple exercise.
Lemma 11. Let X and Y be metric spaces, and consider two set-valued mappings G, T : X ⇉ Y such that cl(G(x)) = T (x) for all points x ∈ X. If G is inner semicontinuous at a pointx ∈ X, then so is T .
Proof of Lemma 11. Assume (towards a contradiction) that there exists a constant ρ > 0, a sequence {x k } ⊂ X with x k →x and a pointȳ ∈ T (x), such that dist(ȳ,
Then pick any pointŷ ∈ B(ȳ, ρ/2) ∩ G(x) and use the inner semicontinuity of G to get a sequence
This gives a contradiction, proving the lemma.
Applying this lemma to the set-valued mappings
accomplishes the reduction we seek.
Let us, therefore, prove the inner semicontinuity of the mapping defined in (17) at the pointx. To this end, fix any vectorc ∈ ∪ j∈I N j (x) and consider any sequence {x k } k ⊂ M approachingx. For some index j ∈ I we havē c ∈ S j . Let us restrict our attention to the constant-rank surjective mapping Φ j : S j → M and let us recall that
Let d be the dimension of the stratum S j , so
Denote by 0 d (respectively 0 r ) the zero vector of the space R d (respectively R r ). Then applying the Rank Theorem (Proposition 5), we infer that for some constants δ, ε > 0 there exist diffeomorphisms
such that
and such that all vectors y ∈ B(0 d , δ) satisfy
where for y = (y 1 , . . . , y d ) ∈ R d we have π(y 1 , . . . , y r , y r+1 . . . , y d ) = (y 1 , . . . , y r ) ∈ B(0 r , δ) ⊂ R r .
We may assume {x k } k ⊂ M ∩ B(x, ε). Thus, in view of definition (18), for every integer k ∈ N there exists a vector z k = (z k 1 , ..., z k r ) ∈ B(0 r , δ) with
Note z k → 0 r = (ψ 2 ) −1 (x). Define vectors for every k ∈ N. Since z k ∈ B(0 r , δ), we know y k ∈ B(0 d , δ), and clearly
We now define vectors c k := ψ 1 (y k ) for each k. In view of definition (18) we see that c k ∈ S j ∩ B(c, ε), and in view of properties (23) and (19),
To complete the proof of inner semicontinuity, it remains to show c k ∈ N F (x k ). Since Φ j (c k ) = Φ j (ψ 1 (y k )) we infer by properties (20) and (23) that
Using now the fact that ψ 2 is a diffeomorphism we deduce from equation (22) that Φ j (c k ) = ψ 2 (z k ) = x k . Thus c k ∈ Φ −1 j (x k ) ⊂ N F (x k ) which completes the proof of inner semicontinuity and hence of Step 1.
Step 2: sharpness It remains to verify that condition (iii) of Definition 1, namely
is also fulfilled. To this end, as in the proof of Claim A, we can choose an index j ∈ I corresponding thus to a stratum S j of full dimension (that is, equal to n − 1) such that M = Φ j (S j ). Recall that the definable C 2 -mapping Φ j : S j → M is surjective and has constant rank r = dim M, so dim N M (x) = n − r.
It follows directly from the inclusion M ⊂ F that N F (x) ⊂ N M (x). Since the right-hand side is a subspace, we deduce
Since Φ j is surjective and of maximal rank, we deduce easily that Φ which, in view of definition (13) and equation (14) yields dim N F (x) ∩ S n−1 ≥ dim N j (x) ≥ (n − 1) − r.
